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Abstract:  This paper discusses cloud ERP security challenges and their existing solutions. Initially, a set of definitions associated 

with ERP systems, cloud computing, and multi-tenancy, along with their respective challenges and issues regarding security and 

privacy, are provided. Next, a set of security challenges is listed, discussed, and mapped to the existing solutions to solve these 

problems. This thesis aims to build an effective approach to the cloud ERP security management model in terms of data storage, 

data virtualization, data isolation, and access security in cloud ERP. The following proposed techniques are used to improve the 

security for multi-tenant SaaS: database virtualization, implementation of data encryption and search functionality on databases 

and developed systems, distribution of data between tenant and ERP providers, secure application deployment in multitenant 

environments, implementation of the authentication and developed systems together as two-factor authentication, and improved 

user access control for multi-tenant ERP clouds. 

  

Index Terms -  ERP, ERP System, ERP Problems, ERP Security Challenges, ERP Security Solutions, ERP and Cloud Computing  

I.INTRODUCTION  

 

 This section focuses on a new recommended paradigm for safeguarding cloud enterprise resource planning (ERP)system. The 

primary focus is on the services provided by SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS in order to analyse the major difficulties and problems 

associated with the security and privacy thereof. The current study provides an indepth understanding of the cloud-based ERP 

and the multi-tenancy architecture. Furthermore, this research addresses the issue of how to improve the privacy and security 

in a multi-tenant cloud system for higher education .our main concerns are data storage security and user authentication . This 

study aims to investigate and discuss the potential security issues and challenges arising from cloud ERP and list some existing 

solutions.  

In addition, the contributions of this paper are:  

1) It provides an overview of cloud computing services models ,techniques and requirements  

2) Recognizing the relationship between cloud computing security issues and cloud computing models;  

3) Recognizing the dangers, success factors, advantages and primary drivers of ERP clouding   

4) Discussing major issues of infrastructure security in cloud ERP;  

5) Improving data storage and access security in cloud ERP;  

6) Improving application security in cloud ERP;  

7) Proposing cloud computing data storage that is adaptable   
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

Security tends to be more complex in cloud computing, and this tendency is becoming more pronounced. Although 

there are some studies regarding the techniques used in cloud computing, few researches enter the cloud ERP field.   

In [1], the authors mentioned that providing an ERP platform for small and medium-sized enterprises raises numerous 

new questions. Most of them are concerned with the appearance of multi-tenancy. Thus, mastering multi-tenancy is 

one of the keys to provide an efficient and customizable platform for business applications. They identified two 

cornerstones of a multiElectronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3272221 Advanced Computing: An 

International Journal (ACIJ), Vol.8, No.5, September 2017 7 tenancy aware infrastructure in the context of 

customization, namely dynamic instance composition and abstraction from the persistency layer.   

In [2], the authors stated that cloud computing can be highly efficient and effective; however, along with these 

benefits, security vulnerability and risk have been increasing, especially regarding privacy and data loss. They provided 

a security threat evaluation model for use in measuring threats and negotiating security service level agreements 

(SLAs) that cover emerging security issues, as well as traditional aspects of security, such as integrity and 

confidentiality. In [19], the authors proposed an algorithm through which the cloud service provider can give control 

to the user itself, using two different techniques, namely compression and encryption. The encryption technique uses 

two different keys for better security and is performed on the user side, and for compression they used an existing 

method of arithmetic coding. This hybrid model reduces the size of data saved to the storage space of the cloud server 

and increases the throughput of cloud computing.   

In [3], the authors proposed a secure model for cloud computing based on the concept of two cloud service providers, 

where the storage service is provided to one cloud service provider (CSP) and the authentication, 

encryption/decryption, and auditing services to another CSP. In this model, data can be protected only from service 

provider, and not from external hackers. Thus, it is not highly effective for the user and service provider.  

 In [4], the authors proposed a double encryption strategy; one on the client side during file upload, and the other 

during file distribution. Moreover, they provide back up for the data stored in the cloud. They used the hashed 

message authentication code (HMAC) scheme for encryption of the data. However, the use two encryptions results in 

double the duration, which increases the time complexity.  

 In [5], the authors designed a new trust model for the security of cloud storage, which examines all outgoing cloud 

requests in real time to identify sensitive data, and uses the trusted platform module (TPM) to encrypt these data. 

They used Kerberos authentication service for user authentication. Kerberos is a secure method of authenticating 

requests for any service, and is used to authenticate end users of the trusted gateway.  

 

III. METHODOLOGY  

   

   3.1 Enterprise resource planning:   

  

ERP is a software design that allows the flow of information between the different functions within an enterprise. Likewise, ERP 

assists in information sharing across organizational units and geographical locations. It consists of management, documentation, 

planning, and control of an enterprise's business processes and resources. It is used to manage and integrate all the business functions 

within an organization, normally include a collection of mature business applications and tools for financial and cost accounting, 

materials management, sales and distribution, production planning, human resources, and computer integrated manufacturing, 

supply chain, and customer service information. Successful implementation of ERP systems needs to involve excellent project 
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management of an organization to implement it successfully. ERP implementation project consists of defining objectives clearly, 

developing resource and work plans, and carefully tracking the project's progress. Therefore, the project plan should consist of 

aggressive and achievable tasks organized into schedules that enhance the perception of urgent and dependent tasks.Cloud 

computing transforms how businesses and sectors conduct business, allowing them to conduct processes over the internet in 

dynamically scalable resources virtualized and provided by the internet. Cloud computing encompasses both the applications that 

are supplied as services over the internet as well as the hardware and software in the datacenters that provide these services.The key 

potential offered by cloud computing are known as X-as-a-Service offerings. One of the key advantages of cloud computing is the 

utility-based pricing model. There is no requirement for upfront infrastructure investment, such as software licences, which 

eliminates the risk of unused but paid software licences; and physical infrastructure, maintenance, and staff. Cloud service users 

only utilise the amount of IT resources they need and only pay for the amount of IT resources they consume. They take advantage 

of the cloud's scalability and flexibility. Cloud computing allows for easy and quick scaling of computing resources as needed. 

Platform as a service (PaaS), infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and software as a service are the three types of commercial cloud 

computing (SaaS). Different service models of cloud computing aid understanding of cloud communications. PaaS allows 

customers to deploy. their own applications by accessing the different platforms of clouds. At the lower level, IaaS allows access 

to network requirements, systems, operating system management, and storage services. ERP is a software design that allows the 

flow of information between the different functions within an enterprise. Likewise, ERP assists in information sharing across 

organizational units and geographical locations. It consists of management, documentation, planning, and control of an enterprise's 

business processes and resources. It is used to manage and integrate all the business functions within an organization, normally 

include a collection of mature business applications and tools for financial and cost accounting, materials management, sales and 

distribution, production planning, human resources, and computer integrated manufacturing, supply chain, and customer service 

information. Successful implementation of ERP systems needs to involve excellent project management of an organization to 

implement it successfully. ERP implementation project consists of defining objectives clearly, developing resource and work plans, 

and carefully tracking the project's progress. Cloud computing transforms how businesses and sectors conduct business, allowing 

them to conduct processes over the internet in dynamically scalable resources virtualized and provided by the internet. Cloud 

computing encompasses both the applications that are supplied as services over the internet as well as the hardware and software 

in the datacenters that provide these services.The key potential offered by cloud computing are known as X-as-a-Service offerings. 

One of the key advantages of cloud computing is the utility-based pricing model. There is no requirement for upfront infrastructure 

investment, such as software licences, which eliminates the risk of unused but paid software licences; and physical infrastructure, 

maintenance, and staff. Cloud service users only utilise the amount of IT resources they need and only pay for the amount of IT 

resources they consume. They take advantage of the cloud's scalability and flexibility. Cloud computing allows for easy and quick 

scaling of computing resources as needed. Platform as a service (PaaS), infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and software as a service 

are the three types of commercial cloud computing (SaaS). Different service models of cloud computing aid understanding of cloud 

communications. PaaS allows customers to deploy their own applications by accessing the different platforms of clouds. At the 

lower level, IaaS allows access to network requirements, systems, operating system management, and storage services.   

3.2 Cloud computing platform:  

Cloud, internet of things, and collaboration, among other early critical business technology innovations, have been cited as major 

elements in international enterprise change. Cloud computing is one such smart technology, and it is a major contributor to the 

industrial industry's transformation to be supported by smart technologies and IT. The major function of cloud computing in 

dispersed contexts is to provide on-demand cloud computing services and to deliver cloud services with high availability, 

dependability, and scalability. Utility computing, distributed computing, internet delivery, virtualization, storage, grid computing, 

and content outsourcing are all regarded multidisciplinary study disciplines as a result of the convergence of computing trends 

and the emergence of many cloud computing technologies.. Cloud computing could be considered as the grid computing evolution 

of business-oriented services, shifting business and IT infrastructure to be implemented using cloud computing with data storage, 

services, and computing power provided to customers by a third party.   
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3.3 Cloud ERP:  

As a platform with a novel solution, the cloud ERP software serves various customers. This  

concept of cloud ERP should not be confused with ERP hosting, which serves as a third party to support the cloud 

environment's software infrastructure and application services. Others have defined cloud ERP as cloud computing solutions 

that allow enterprises to be more flexible in their procedures. SaaS enables cloud computing services for enterprises with 

communications capabilities, such as ERP systems. Because cloud computing can improve the viewpoint of ERP deployment 

in novel ways, cloud-based software enterprises can grow their functionality quickly. Cloud users can immediately access 

the given services due to the quick setup. Moving from traditional ERP to ERP cloud has significant implications for higher 

obligations, such as the risk of internet-based assaults or the likelihood of data loss from the cloud provider’s internal and 

external security consultants. Cloud-based ERP is a development of integrated business suites supporting ERP, CRM, and 

E -Commerce capabilities where application modules can be accessed using the software as a service (SaaS) delivery model, 

and where application users have the flexibility to configure and subscribe to a set of application modules based on an 

architecture called multi-tenancy. Security control problems can be reduced by using cloud ERP, which helps users to avoid 

conventional ERP systems, owing to the advanced security concerns that cloud providers can perform. One of the most 

difficult aspects of data security is ensuring security controls in software and hardware with the help of IT security 

professionals, which cloud providers with high levels of security, processing capacity, and storage units can supply. Another 

important problem for cloud ERP is establishing appropriate authentication and authorization processes due to the cloud 

provider's service sharing with several tenants. The cloud ERP provider, third party, and user should all have access roles 

that allow them to utilize their login credentials to access the cloud ERP application interface. There are a variety of access 

control mechanisms that may be utilized in cloud ERP to ensure secure access for diverse tenants who share resources and 

services.  

  

 3.4  Multi-tenancy Architecture:  

  

 Multi-tenancy is a concept that aims to increase resource sharing between SaaS application clients while lowering their operational 

costs. To achieve multi-tenancy, clients can use a variety of multi-tenant architecture solutions. The client, referred to as a tenant, 

pays for a subscription package that includes remote internet hosting via the SaaS model of software delivery. SaaS provides 

clients with the independence and power to own, manage, and maintain the infrastructure and software applications that make up 

the hosting environment at a reasonable cost.Multi-tenancy on the application level is an example of a SaaS application and 

includes an architectural design principle that allows multiple customers to be hosted by a single application instance or server. 

The current models of multitenant application design are not flexible, despite the operational cost and maintenance benefits of the 

application-level multi-tenancy that provides multiple software variations to multiple customers. Multitenancy architecture is 

designed for SaaS applications, which allow multiple customers (tenants) to share the same application. This program, on the other 

hand, is sufficiently adaptable for renters to tailor it to their own requirements. It works on a monthly subscription basis, with 

tenants only paying for what they consume. Limited PaaS solutions facilitate the creation of multi-tenant applications, but they do 

not directly provide tenant-specific customization and lack the flexibility of SaaS systems. Various providers of multi-tenancy 

services, such as data isolation, data store, and cache service, enable the mechanism of multi-tenancy by providing application 

data partitioned between tenants, including the ability to supply a unique namespace string ID for each tenant. The goal of multi-

tenancy is to lower operational expenses and increase resource sharing across clients of SaaS services.  
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IV. RESULT ANALYSIS  

  

• Regardless of the size of the request, a query is responded in a known length of time. The public key cloud server is unable to 

read encrypted data or queries because data can only be decrypted with the key provided by the data owner. Despite all of the 

advantages of public cloud architecture, cloud storage is widely recognized as having substantial problems. Data integrity, 

confidentiality, responsibility, and access by only authorised users are the main difficulties in public clouds. Customer data is 

protected from both internal and external risks by data security, which guarantees that only cloud providers have access to it  

.Encryption  algorithm can ensure organizational data privacy according to the three states of encrypted data; in transmission, 

in use, and in the storage location.  

• The proposed encryption algorithm can assist in achieving secure multi-tenancy in the cloud  

encryption of data in the cloud ERP environment.  

• Data owners can avoid the cloud service provider accessing the data by holding the encryption key.  

• The  proposed  model can be expanded to be customized according to customers’ requirements. Data access can only be 

managed by the data owner. Regardless of the size of the request, a query is responded in a known length of time. The public 

key cloud server is unable to read encrypted data or queries because data can only be decrypted with the key provided by the 

data owner. Despite all of the advantages of public cloud architecture, cloud storage is widely recognized as having substantial 

problems. All client devices, however, are unable to perform expensive computations and operations due to limited processing 

capacity. Only the encrypted index of accessible data is accessible to all clients trusted with data access. This layer restricts 

data access by only allowing data object classes to be used the data object classes also use access control to give the right 

access authorizations to users. Each table in the database has a corresponding class in the data object layer. The data object 

class has four methods:  

• Get method: This allows selection from a database table  

• Insert method: This allows insertion of a row or set of rows in a database table  

• Update method: This allows updating of a row or set of rows in a database table  

• Delete method: This allows updating of a row or set of rows in a database table Each method is designed as follows:  

• Read input parameters (table attributes)  

• Filter the attributes based on access control  

• Build SQL script  

• Execute SQL script  

• Return the result based on the filtered attributes  

It is a challenge to use public cloud servers to store clients’ data. Data access policies should be enforced to protect the 

confidentiality of the data stored on the public server. This problem is addressed in this work, which proposes a cryptographic 

technique.   

The robust systems should be able to defend against internal and external attacks on the organization. Clients must be granted 

privileges by the data owner with respect to the private keys to allow them to access external cloud data. Clients can download 

data from the clouds by decrypting the data locally after a successful authentication process. The distribution of data is another 

mechanism provided to the tenant to save and secure his/her data. The tenant can select which database table he wants in his 

company database and which database table will be on the provided database side, all routes used to communicate with data 

owners, clients, and cloud service providers are safeguarded in cloud architecture to ensure that public keys are safely 

transmitted between parties. All client devices, however, are unable to perform costly computations and operations due to 

limited processing capacity  
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V. CONCLUSION  

This research studied several problems in multi-tenant cloud applications: loss of security control; integration of the SaaS 

application security; customization of SaaS applications security; and provision of isolation of tenants’ data. One of the main 

purposes is to secure cloud ERP systems using a new proposed model to secure the cloud ERP environment. The primary focus 

was on the services provided by SaaS,  PaaS, and IaaS and the main problems and issues associated with the security and privacy. 

The main problems that limit the performance of ERP systems are networking requirements, large storage requirements, and 

employee training requirements. There are however some drawbacks, such as privacy problems, prohibitive expenses for small 

organisations with limited resources, ERP setup, implementation, and maintenance requirements, training requirements that 

affect ERP productivity, and the time and cost spent on ERP customization. The use of dynamic credentials to modify values based 

on the user's location or data packets is one feasible method that has been offered. Another option is to utilise digital signatures 

to secure data transported over the Internet in a cloud setting utilising recognised RSA techniques. The goal of this research is to 

develop an effective cloud ERP security management model in terms of data storage, virtualization, data isolation, and access 

security.  

.  
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